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                                                                evK¨ evbv‡bv Practice Kiv hvK: 
 

 

01  ARE       BOTH        MY       HANDS       ON       THE      TABLE ?    

    Yes,      both       your        hands       are      on       the      table. 

02. ARE   BOTH  THESE   BOOKS  OPEN  ?   ( ) 
             

   Yes,    both      these   books   are     open.

 

 

03      ARE   BOTH   OF    US    SITTING ?              
              

   Yes,   both    of    us    are   sitting.            

01. Both  the  children  are  well. 
02. Both  the  men  are  old. 
03. Both  the  women  are  poor. 
04. Both  the  students  are  sitting. 
05. Both  the  birds  are  flying. 
06. Both  the  babies  are in the bed. 
07. Both  the  cars  are in the garage. 
08. Both  the  boys  are at  school. 
09. Both  the  mobiles  are in the bag. 
 

 

BOTH (  

1 9

are- subject 

Both the 

children, the men, women, 

cars, boys 

GRb¨ verb n‡jv are| 
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- bZzb kã wkwL- 

 

04     What    does   the   word    “use”    mean    in    Bangla ?  

 

USE 

   The  word   “use”   means   in   Bangla.

               

USE 

05.    What   does  the   word   “who”  mean   in   Bangla ?  

                  

WHO 

   The  word  “who” means     in   Bangla. who 

                  

06.   What   does   the  word   “which”   mean  in  Bangla?  

           

WHICH 

   The  word   “which”  means     in  Bangla.

which       

which 

-Kindly read the following sentences quickly- 
 

01. The  word  ‘problem’  means  

02. The  word  ‘happy’  means

03. The  word  ‘clock’  means  

04. The  word  ‘gloomy’  means  

MEAN (
 

fvlvi  evsjv,  
Ô†esMwjÕ

Bs‡iwR‡Z n‡e Bangla ! 
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- Pjyb bZzb kã wkwL- 

Language ( European (   Asian (

Read LOUDLY 

07    WHICH     LANGUAGE     ARE     WE     SPEAKING    NOW ?   
                  

    We   are    speaking  English  now.  {Present Continuous †UÝ} 
             

 

08    WHICH    LANGUAGE    DO    YOU     GENERALLY    SPEAK ?   
               

     I      generally   speak    Bangla.  {Simple Present †UÝ}
               

09   WHICH    LANGUAGE    DOES    HE    GENERALLY    SPEAK ?  
               

    He   generally   speaks   Bangla. 
               

- †Rv‡i †Rv‡i c‡ov- 

1. He  generally  goes  to office at 8 am. 
2. He  generally  cooks  beef at Eid. 
3. He  generally  washes  clothes in the morning. 
4. He  generally  speaks  German. 
5. We  generally  contact  him at night. 
6. We  generally  contact  them on Monday. 
7. They  generally  invite  us on Friday. 
8. I  generally  take  tea in the morning. 

mn‡RB †evSv hvq  

G¸‡jv‡K MÖvgviwe`MY e‡jb

simple present †UÝ|
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10     IS        CHINESE        A       EUROPEAN       LANGUAGE ?  

 No,  Chinese  is  not  a  European   language,  but  it  is   an   Asian  language 

 

 
- Pjyb bZzb kã wkwL- 

 
 
 

 

GB bZzb †kLv kã w`‡q Pjyb evK¨ evbv‡bv practice Kiv hvK: 

11     WHAT       IS      THE       NEGATIVE       OF      " I       HAVE "  ?   

“I       HAVE ” ? 
  

 “I HAVE”

    The      negative     of      "I        have"      is       "I      do     not     have".

                    “I        have”      “I      do     not     have” 
  

 I have- “I DO NOT HAVE’.  

 

12     WHAT   IS   THE   CONTRACTION   OF "   I    DO   NOT   HAVE " ?  

              I    DO   NOT    HAVE   ?    
 

 I DO NOT HAVE-
 

    The     contraction     of    "I     have     not "   is    "I    don’t    have".

              I     have     not     I    don’t    have.  
 

 I HAVE NOT- I don’t have

 
 

ONLY (  
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13.    DO      I       HAVE       FOUR      ARMS ?    

                    

 
                                                                        

                                         DO NOT-Gi msw¶ß iƒc 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 I  

 

DO NOT          HAVE I DON’T           HAVE 

 YOU   DO NOT          HAVE YOU DON’T            HAVE 

  HE  

 

  DOES NOT     HAVE  

 

HE  DOESN’T         HAVE  

 SHE  

 

   DOES NOT      HAVE  SHE  
 

DOESN’T        HAVE  

 IT     DOES NOT      HAVE 

 

IT DOESN’T HAVE

 WE  

 

   DO NOT          HAVE 

 

WE  DON’T           HAVE 

 YOU  

 

   DO NOT          HAVE 

 

YOU  

 

DON’T           HAVE  

 THEY  

 

   DO NOT         HAVE  

 

 THEY  
 

DON’T               HAVE 
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14.    DO      I       HAVE       FOUR      ARMS ?    
                   

   No,  you  do  not    have    four    arms,   but    you   have   only   two   arms. 
             

15     DO  YOU  HAVE  TWO  HEADS ? 

                    

  

 

  No,     I     do     not     have     two     heads,     but     I     have     only     one     head 

 

 

16.    DOES       HE       HAVE       ONLY       ONE       HAND ?  
               

   No,   he   does   not    have   only   one    hand,    but    he   has   two   hands 
 

  

17      DOES      HE       HAVE       TWO       NOSES ? 
             

 

  

 No,    he    does    not    have    two    noses,    but    he    has    only    one   nose 
  

 

 mnR  

†Rv‡i †Rv‡i  
 Af¨vm Kiæb| 
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18.   DO   WE   HAVE   ONLY   ONE   MOUTH ?  

 

  

 No,    we    do    not    have    only    one    mouth,   but    we   have   two   mouths 

 

 

19.    DO     THEY      HAVE     EIGHT     EARS ?    

              ?  
 

 

  

 No,   they   do   not   have   eight   ears,   but   they   have  only    four    ears 

 

 

†g‡m †nv‡÷‡j eÜz‡K Practice Dcvq

ỳB `yBwU

page-

†Rv‡i †Rv‡i

correct  

Bs‡iwR‡Z K_v ejvi Af¨vm n‡e| 
 

G

 

G
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01. The  negative  of  ‘you  have’  is  ‘you  don’t have’. 

02. The  negative  of  ‘they  have’  is  ‘they don’t have’. 

03. The  negative  of  ‘we  have’  is  ‘we don’t have’. 

04. The  negative  of  ‘he  has’  is  ‘he has not’. 

05. The  negative  of  ‘she  has’  is  ‘she has not’. 

06. The  negative  of  ‘Hasan  has’  is  ‘Hasan has not’. 

07. The  negative  of  ‘the man  has’  is  ‘the man has not’. 

 

08. He  does  not  have  two  houses,  but  he  has  one  house. 

09. She  does  not  have  four  cars,  but  she  has  one  car. 

10. They  do  not  have  one  child,  but  they  have  two  children. 

11. She  does  not  have  ten  pens,  but  she  has  two  pens. 

12. I  don’t   have  one  pencil,  but  I  have  many  pencils. 

13. We  don’t   have  3  boxes,  but  we  have  many  boxes? 

14. He  does  not  have  8  legs,  but  he  has  3  legs. 

15. She  does  not  have  one  brother,  but  she  has  3  brothers. 

16. Mamun  does  not  have  one  toy,  but  he  has  many  toys. 

17. Tishad  does  not  read  one  book,  but  he  reads  many  books. 

18. Sakib  does  not  want  one  ball,  but  he  wants  many  balls. 

19. Ruma  does  not  buy  one  toy,  but  she  buys  many  toys. 

20. Fahad  does  not  play  tennis,  but  he  plays  cricket. 

 
 

English-†qB A_© †evSvi †Póv Kiæb 


